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RFB #Y410019004 CTA:  

Questions and Answers # 3 

1) For panel typical FN & PN, do you want to have a glass element on both the inside 
and outside of the panel. Our system provides the option to have single or double 
glazing. Please confirm. Inside and outside 
 
2) In area CTA813-18-OPEN SPACE-R10-PLAN,  

 Could you please confirm the panel type for the panel between or behind the 
height adjustable table. Currently panel type MN. If correct, what side do you 
require the whiteboard on? We want whiteboard paneling on the wall opposite 
the sit-stand table. 

 For wing panels panel type CN, is the whiteboard located on the inside or outside 
of workstation? Outside 

 Please confirm the height adjustable table size? The floor plan dictates a 30x54 
height adjustable table but that is not listed in Product Category 2. 30x48 

3) General Power Questions: 

 You have responded that 3N means that the power in the panels is 3 circuit.  Do 
you mean that the building/floor will only allow 3 circuits in electrical power? Or 
was it meant that there are 3 duplex/2 triplex receptacles required in each 
workstation? The building will accept 3 circuit power.  

 How many duplex outlets or triplex outlets are required per workstation in each 
workstation type? Two triplex 

4) Privacy Screens (Category 1b): 

 Referring to an answer previously provided, and pictures... 
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Could you please confirm that all these items are required to be installed at 12" above 
the worksurface? And the remaining height to be under the worksurface? Yes, top of 
screen to match the top of the panel.  

For example... item 3 - 20x36 privacy screen will be 12" above and 8" below the 
worksurface. 

The GoCUID#'s provided are for privacy screen heights installed above the worksurface 
only. Therefore 20" above the worksurface height for item 3. If you require them to be 
installed as you have pictured then they would need to be removed from category 1b 
product and re-issued as Non-SA Product. 

5) In area Annex C4 - CTA813-1952-R10-PLAN:  

 Please confirm panel type HN behind the height adjustable table. It does not 
appear in the panel matrices provided. Fabric both sides, raceway on one side 
only. No power 

6)  In area Annex C6; - CTA813-1953-R10-PLAN: 

 What is the depth of the panel hung worksurface in this area? 24x48 

7)  Is it possible to have a list provided showing what colour each of the screens in 
Category 1b will be?  

Sorry, it is not possible to give that information at this point in time.  We are planning to 
let the teams pick the colors once a supplier is identified as stipulated in RFB Standard 
Finishes and Canada’s Facilities to Accommodate the Delivery and Certifications 

Within three business days of the contract award, the Contracting Authority will provide 
the Contractor with a written notice of Canada’s finish choices for each of the 
product(s).   
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The Contractor will deliver the products corresponding to Canada’s choice of specific 
finishes(s).  No additional charge will be applied to Canada. 

 


